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I. Collocations 

• VERB + NOUN  collocations

• VERB + BODYPART

• VERB + mouth 

• compress + mouth



I.1 Examples
Intra-Linguistically
• make vs do
make + NOUN
do + NOUN

Extra-Linguistically
• Карам колело
• Карам кола

Question: Why are collocations difficult to learn?



I.2 Statistically-significant collocations

• How do we get to know them? 
That is done with the help of statistical methods 
in computational linguistics.
• Kilgarriff’s SketchEngine (2004) and more 

specifically the WordSketch of the keyword 
mouth. 



I.3 25 VERBS that collocate with 
keyword MOUTH

shut, open, wipe, twist, curve, 
tighten, kiss, clamp, part, rinse, 
compress, stuff, dab, brush, curl, 
purse, thin, touch, close, press, 
stretch, keep, fill, tape, turn



I.4 Native vs non-native speakers

• NSs have no awareness of these collocations, they 
simply KNOW it but their knowledge emerges 
through studying the corpus. Intuition and 
introspection give way to observational adequacy, 
i.e. facts 

• NNSs have no awareness of statistically-
significant collocations in their own language as 
well  not to say anything about the new language -
English.



II. CONSTRUCTIONS
1. The main idea behind CxnG (Goldberg 1995, Croft

2001) and the usage-based theories of grammar is that
constructions are the basic units of language, and
therefore constructions should be central to all
linguistic descriptions and theories of language.

2. The hypothesis about the ‘construction’ as a form-
meaning pairing and as the basic linguistic unit is
confirmed by the analysis. All utterances (the whole
population) are instantiations of one TYPE of
construction or another. These are the findings.



II.1 A Form/Meaning Pairing



II.2 Grammar/Lexicon 

• It is assumed that there is no fundamental
difference between the grammar and the
lexicon. The units of these are treated as
linguistic equivalents, i.e. as constructions,
consisting of a form and a corresponding
meaning or function.



II.3 Basic Features of Constructions

• The basic features of constructions in general 
used as guiding principles in determining such 
properties of constructions such as 
analyzability,conventionality, compositionality, 
gradience, etc. (Bybee 2010,  Nunberg, Sag, 
Wasow 1994, Croft 2001, 2006, Herbst & 
Schüller 2008). 



II.4 Valency Constructions

These combine item-specific constructions and 
more generalized construction types and form a 
scale of gradience. 
Complements are distinguished from adjuncts.
More specific participant roles can be combined 
with argument roles. 



II.4.1 Construction Types
• According to distribution of elements (V-compress and 

MOUTH)and morphology: active and passive
Active:    V precedes MOUTH(S)
Passive: MOUTH(S) precedes  V + passive 
morphology of V (be + V-en – be compressed)
• According to placement of mouth in subject position + 

active morphology of V (compress)
Ergative1: MOUTH(S) precedes  V 
Ergative2: MOUTH(S) precedes  
V+[PartP][in(to)_N]). The verb acts as a manner of 
caused motion verb, while MOUTH behaves in such a 
way that it acquire a certain form as a result.



II.4.2 The cline of delicacy

The V_NP/MOUTH(S) collocations are seen
1.) on the cline of the general to the specific, 
2.) on the cline of the open choice principle 
(OCP) and the idiom principle (IP). 
• Each collocation occupies a position either 

closer to or more remote from the idioms 
proper. 



III. Foreign Language 
Teaching & Learning

• Data-driven learning
• Corpus-driven learning
• Recurrent patterns of use are compared and contrasted (eg. 

children compare and contrast pictures) 
• Detail
• Variation
• Memory – representations in the mind 
RESULTS: There are typological differences between English 
and Bulgarian. Students are facilitated to START noticing 
things about the new language they have not noticed before. 
The phenomenon of causation is one of the stumbling blocks 
for Bulgarians.
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